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SCP�522

rating� �200 � � X

tem #� SCP�522

Object Cass� Safe

Specia Containment Procedures� Civiian attempts to access SCP�522 are to be

redirected toward another website at a times to prevent purchases from consumers

unaware of its anomaous effects. Known ocations of SCP�522�1 are to be monitored at a
times for appearances of signage and for changes to their interiors.

Description� SCP�522 is a website known as the.perfectdate.now. The website appears

simiar to a dating service from the mid�2000s and was first brought to Foundation attention

after severa positive reviews across various reationship forums in 2017. Many of these

reviews described features such as spatia and tempora anomaies. Where the website is

hosted is currenty unknown.

Upon accessing the website, the user is presented with a simpe form asking severa
questions about a potentia date between the user and another individua. Once the form is

fied out, the website asks the user to pay a fee that varies in price, seemingy dependent

on the information input by the user. Upon payment, the user wi be sent to a page

containing a nearby address and two "tickets" to an event or activity at that ocation.

SCP�522�1 is the ocation given by SCP�522, usuay a arge abandoned buiding within 15

minutes of residence of the person seected by the user for the date. Upon the date and
time requested for the date, a doors on the buiding become unocked, a sign appears out

front denoting it as the ocation, and the interior changes drasticay to suit the attendees. n

mutipe exporations, the interior of SCP�522�1 has been observed to be substantiay

arger than woud be possibe considering the size of the buiding, and in some instances the
interior of the buiding appears to function as if outdoors, compete with unique weather

systems.

SCP�522�1 is inhabited by other individuas or beings as necessary to maintain the

functionaity of a date in the ocation. These manifestations do not seem to exist outside of
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SCP�522�1 and have been designated as SCP�522�2. nstances of SCP�522�2 have

appeared as waiters, bowing aey attendants, zoo animas, gondoiers, as we as famous

actors, comedians, and musicians. Some seected exampes are detaied beow.

SCP�522 Testing Memo 0/2/2017

To� Site Director, Site�

From� Dr. Gary Mander�Bassen

With HR cearance, we are now approved to send two researchers out to
expore SCP�522 and report back on their findings. t was determined that

a researcher from the Ectoentropics department and the Digita Media

department woud be an idea combination. A ist of vounteers were pruned

through to find two peope quaified who woud be comfortabe navigating

through what may be a romantic scenario with an unknown potentia for a
memetic or otherwise inexpicabe effect, if the concerns about SCP�522�1

are found to be egitimate.

nterviews were conducted by mysef, with the assistance of Dr. Ted Xavier

and Researcher Krona Midaeus. We determined that the best researchers for

the job are Researcher Raz Chearypark and Researcher Sage Hargyana.
They were seected for their exceent research, we�documented friendy

demeanor, and for having no prior reationship with one another before

testing. They were introduced briefy before  wrote this memo.  can

personay vouch for Raz; she is a true professiona who has heped me with

some important work in the past. Sage was aso highy recommended by
Krona and gave me a simiar impression during her interview.

The two have been instructed to fi out the form on SCP�522's web page

and to enter SCP�522�1 with video equipment. 'm asking that some eeway

be given to the two of them for any romantic gestures toward each other,

they're basicay guinea pigs in studying this anomay.  shoud stress, we're

pretty sure it isn't memetic but we can't rue it out without a direct test. The
two of them were picked because  trust them to be honest with the

information they present. ' keep you posted on any deveopments.

SCP�522 Form nput, 0/0/2017 �Test #1�

Your Name Raz Chearypark 

Your Date Sage Hargyana
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When wi
the date
take
pace?

May 2nd, 2017 at 2�0 PM

How many
dates have
you been
on
previousy?

0 dates

Describe
your ast
date with
this
person, if
any�

N/A

How
excited are
you about
this date?

nterested in exporing the anomay if
nothing ese. Sage seems ike a soid
research partner in this endeavor as we. 

s there
anything
ese you
think we
shoud
know?

N/A

Cacuate
fee in

-- Please select --

SCP�522 Form Resuts, 0/0/2017

Fee� $0 USD.

Output� A prepaid reservation for Funky's Funhouse, a bar and restaurant.

SCP�522�1 Exporation Video Log

Researcher Chearypark and Researcher Hargyana approach an abandoned

gas station ocated at the address isted on the reservation. The exterior

dispays a sign reading "Funky's Funhouse". Both enter the buiding. The
ighting is ow and disco music can be fainty heard in the background. An

instance of SCP�522�2 appearing as a hostess approaches.

Hostess� Heo there, wecome to Funky's Funhouse! Do you have a

reservation?
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Chearypark� Uh, yes, two under Chearypark for 2�0. We're a itte bit eary.

Hostess� Hey, that's totay coo. Groovy, even. We've got a tabe for you two

right this way, and your meas are covered through your reservation.

The hostess eads the researchers towards a tabe. The two sit down and

the hostess hands over menus.

Hostess� Your waitress wi be over shorty. Have fun, you two.

Hargyana� Looks argey ike a norma pub. Penty of instances of SCP�522�
2, peope at the bar and everything. f  wasn't on the cock  coud mistake

this for the kind of bar me and my friends might try out.

Chearypark� nside is definitey arger than the exterior, ceiing is higher too.

 think we can confirm reports that this is a spatia anomay pretty easiy.

Hargyana�  guess the reviews were accurate then. Either that or we're

under the effects of some sort of memetic hazard and we' know when we
ook at the footage.

Chearypark� Shoud we be ooking around and exporing the anomay?

Hargyana�  mean, we ought to verify the, uh… information from a the

peope who mentioned the anomay onine. They ony gave rave reviews to

the venues they went into, might as we try out the food and drink and make

sure they ive up to expectations.

Chearypark�  guess  can't argue with that.

Hargyana� So  guess the best thing  can do is see how we they make a

mojito… y'know, for science.

Chearypark� We,  guess if we're getting in troube we might as we both
get in troube.  might as we figure out what an anomaous cosmopoitan

tastes ike… for research purposes. Might as we inspect the menu too.

Hargyana� Hey, that's the spirit.

Both spend around a minute reading the menu.

Hargyana� Oh my god! You can make your own met! 'm going to do that.

Chearypark� Wait, what's a met?

Hargyana� t's ike a gried cheese but with ike, other stuff in it.

Chearypark� Oh, ike a hot ham and cheese?
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Hargyana� Yes. Exacty ike that.

A waitress waks over to the researchers. She pus out a notepad as she

approaches the tabe.

Waitress� Heo there adies, my name is Marci, how is your day going?

Chearypark� Pretty good.

Hargyana� Yeah, we're doing pretty good.

Waitress� That's good! Can  get you two anything to drink?

Hargyana� Oh, 'm definitey trying your mojito.

Chearypark� And uh…  guess ' have the cosmopoitan.

Waitress� Exceent, exceent. ' get those for you. Do you know what you
want to eat or do you need another minute?

Chearypark� Oh,  was wondering, can  just ike, make a met that is just a

cheese, just ike five different kinds of cheese?

Waitress� Absoutey you can.

Chearypark� Aright, can  have a met on garic bread with provoone, swiss,

mozzarea, gouda, and manchego.

Waitress� Arighty, can do. And you ma'am, if you're ready?

Hargyana� Can  get a met with pued pork, gried onions, jaapenos,

provoone cheese. Oh, and can  have that on garic bread aso?

Waitress� Yes, you can. ' get that right in for you.

The waitress waks away with the order and heads behind the bar, handing

the order to a chef through a window to a kitchen.

The two pause for severa seconds as they both ook around the area.

Hargyana� So, uh, how has work been for you?

Chearypark� Good, mosty…  usuay have my head buried in research so it's
very quiet. The oudest my office normay gets is when Dr. Mander�Bassen

waks in singing od disco songs. t was kind of funny to me that we're at a

funk themed bar. There's something a itte famiiar about it.

Hargyana� Sounds ike my dad, he was a funk music kind of guy. Kind of

reminds me of home a itte bit.

≡
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Chearypark� Are you from around here?

Hargyana� Nah, 'm a Cai transpant.

Chearypark� 'm aso not from the area, not as far though. 'm from

Batimore.  moved out here for work and traded in crab cakes for chicken

wings.

Hargyana� 'm a San Francisco gir who got too deep into coding, got a job
that shipped her off to the tai end of the rustbet, and now  hang out at my

apartment and try to get good at video games.  sort of have the opposite

probem at my office. t's a peope with computer science degrees. Nobody

wants to sociaize. 've been here for three years and this is the first time 'm

out somewhere with a coworker.

Chearypark�  mean, this is my fifth year and same. t's not ike  haven't
been invited, Gary invites everyone out to karaoke once every bue moon

but,  don't know.  can't go up on stage aone. 'd need someone with me. 

did duets with my friends back in coege, but 've never performed soo.

Makes me a itte nervous.

Hargyana� Don't worry, performing soo sucks anyway.  sti do it, because 

can hod a room fu of peope hostage whie  sing dated indie hits, but it is

way better doing duets. Hey, maybe you just need someone ike me to crash

karaoke with you.

Chearypark� ' take that into consideration.  used to be a he of a singer.

Hargyana� Maybe you sti are.

Chearypark� Maybe so. f you don't mind me asking, how'd you get into
coding? Most peope who code aren't exacty socia butterfies, ike you said.

Hargyana� We, 'm ony an aspiring socia butterfy, and reay it's a hod

over from my artsy days.  get the same sort of satisfaction from writing a

functiona ine of code that  get from ike, finishing a drawing or a song. 

figured it had a better chance of paying the bis too.

Chearypark�  understand that, kind of the opposite for me though.

Ectoentropics… reay just physics in genera, there's a right answer
eventuay. When  write poems,  can't te if  did it right or not and haf the

time 'm just too apprehensive about it being bad to get criticism.

Hargyana� Hey, it can't be any worse than the fan fiction  wrote in high

schoo.
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The waitress returns with their meas.

Waitress� Here's a mojito and a cosmo… two make your own mets, one for

you ma'am, with a the cheeses… and one for you ma'am, with the pued

pork.

Chearypark� Thank you! That was fast.

Hargyana� Yes, thanks. This ooks awesome.

Waitress� Enjoy you two!

The waitress waks away as both begin to eat their meas and drink their
beverages. Both dispay a surprised reaction.

Chearypark� Oh, wow.

Hargyana� You said it. This is a… damn good.

Chearypark� Agreed.  did not expect the perfect thing to actuay be, ike,

true.  understand why this pace caught on.  originay thought maybe the

posts were ike, ighty memetic, but it seems ike it works exacty as

advertised. Gary did want to rue out memetics; maybe we can.

Hargyana� Yeah,  was going to say,  was prepared for this to be ike scary
or disappointing, but this is just ike it said. We totay just ate this food not

knowing if it was going to ki us. Not ike we see the reviews from peope if

they died in here, though. "They poisoned my met, 0 stars."

Both augh.

Chearypark� Aright, we shoud probaby finish our meas and at east write

something down on our tabets, right? We haven't written a word since we

entered.

Hargyana sighs.

Hargyana� You're right, this is sti work.  mean, we do have the body
cameras, though, we can just watch ater, right?

Chearypark� We,  mean, yes.  guess we can take our time. There's

supposed to be a tempora anomay in our favor anyway.

The two do not speak for a period of about one minute as they both finish

their meas. They then ook at each other again and begin to augh.

Hargyana�  see we both just sort of had that anima ike instinct to just stop

taking and eat because there's food in front of us.
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Chearypark� My goodness, if that isn't me ike, every day at the café back at

Site�.

Hargyana� That's me on a good day where  actuay remember to take a

unch.  can get tunne vision pretty bad. Nice when a day of work has me
both eating food and sociaizing, two probems soved at once.

Chearypark� And drinks!

Both hod up their gasses and quicky finish their drinks. The waitress

approaches as they are finishing.

Waitress� We, it ooks ike you two iked everything.

Hargyana� Yes ma'am, we did!

Waitress� f you're a set, there's no check today since everything was

covered. Hope you two have a good day.

Chearypark� Thank you Marci.

The waitress waks back towards the kitchen.

Hargyana� No one back at work is going to beieve this, how great everything

was.

Chearypark�  mean, we wi at east have our reports and video evidence.
Athough you're right, that's not going to do justice to the other senses. The

food, the drinks, just the genera vibe in here. Wish we coud come back, but

'm pretty sure that's not how this anomay works.

Hargyana� Yeah, a the data  have says it' be a different pace if we're abe

to come back, and that's gonna depend on whether we're greenit for a

second date.

Chearypark� Oh my goodness,  amost forgot this is technicay a date. 
was worried  was going to make everything super awkward whie we were

waking in and instead we just taked about food for the ast amost an hour.

Hargyana� Hey, don't worry, 'm having a good time and so are you. That's a

good date in my book.

Chearypark� Everything was amazing, honesty. t's kind of a shame we have

to contain this anomay. This is the kind of pace 'd use if  was the type to

go out on a bunch of dates.  guess a huge part of my nerves about that is
me worrying that 'm going to disappoint someone.
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Hargyana� Hey, zero percent disappointed over here. You're a reguar od

ady�kier as far as 'm concerned.

Both augh.

Chearypark� Hey uh, question before we head out. We shoud probaby tip

the waitress, right?

Hargyana� We, normay  woud say yes, but in this instance  think the
waitress ceases to exist the moment we wak out those doors. So… uh,

probaby not?

Chearypark� 'm just going to eave a ten on the tabe anyway, because it

makes me fee better.

Both stand up and prepare to exit the buiding.

Hargyana� Oh wow,  haven't stood up since drinking that mojito… that was a

itte stronger than  thought… you woudn't mind heping me wak to the
door, woud you?

Hargyana extends her hand. Chearypark reaches out to hod it.

Chearypark�  don't beieve you, but sure.

Hargyana� You think  have uterior motives? 'm shocked, Raz, shocked.

The two augh and exit the buiding, hoding hands.

The two stand outside the buiding taking notes for over an hour before an

instance of SCP�522�2 exits the buiding and removes the signage for

Funky's Funhouse. t returns the signage to the interior of the buiding and

seems to ock the door. Researcher Hargyana approaches the buiding again.

The door is ocked and the interior has changed back into an abandoned gas
station.

Hargyana� t's gone. That's our exporation a done.

Chearypark� What a shame. Oh, we. Easiy the best day of work 've ever

had.

Hargyana� Same here.

Video ends.

≡
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To� Gary Mander�Bassen �Bass�scip.net�

From� Raz Chearypark �R.C.Park�scip.net�

Subject� SCP�522 Request

Gary,

'm foowing up after the exporation of SCP�522�1.  wi be requesting further

exporations, as we have been abe to confirm severa quaities about the

anomay that were ony specuative before. Paying back the video, we can

confirm the tempora anomay �footage is 0 minutes ong, our entrance and exit
were reported as being ony 15 minutes apart�, and the footage and my reports

aso confirm the spatia anomay. Psychoogica tests on both Sage and mysef

seem to dismiss the idea of a atent memetic hazard, meaning that that the

anomay seems to create an environment for both subjects of the date with the

goa of enjoyment.

'm requesting further testing on this anomay, seeing what we can find out as far

as the particuars go. 'm sti curious about severa things, ike if an object taken

from within SCP�522�1 can be brought back outside. 'd aso ike to potentiay

confirm the reports of outdoor venues contained within SCP�522�1.

'd aso ike to request that the video recordings be ony of notabe findings from

within the anomay.  wi write a detaied post�exporation report for any further
visits.

'd aso ike to request that Sage Hargyana continue to be my research partner

for more exporations. 've aready run the idea past her, and she's enthusiastic

about the prospect as we.

Thanks,

Raz Chearypark

To� Raz Chearypark �R.C.Park�scip.net�

From� Gary Mander�Bassen �Bass�scip.net�

Subject� Re� SCP�522 Request

Raz,
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You have my permission to continue research as you see fit. Pease make sure

that you eave detaied notes of your exporation and recount anything that

stands out for further review. There is sti quite a bit we don't know about this
anomay. Pease aso continue to keep track of SCP�522 form inputs so we can

better understand the nature of the anomay as it reates to the website.

You and Sage have fu cearance to further expore SCP�522�1.  ook forward

to your further research.

Thanks,

Gary Mander�Bassen

SCP�522 Form nput, 05/0/2017 �Test #2�

Your Name Raz Chearypark 

Your Date Sage Hargyana

When wi
the date
take
pace?

May 8th, 2017 at �00 PM

How many
dates have
you been
on
previousy?

1 date

Describe
your ast
date with
this
person, if
any�

p
awesome and Sage and  had a great time.
She's rea easy to get aong with, she's
funny, and  fee a ot more comfortabe
being mysef around her than  am around
most coworkers.

How
excited are
you about
this date?

'm reay excited to see where we go this
time, the ast date was a soid adventure
and 've been waiting for another chance
to go and do something fun with Sage. 

s there
anything
ese you
think we
shoud
know?

One of Sage's coworkers said she taks
about going to concerts a the time so
maybe something with music woud be fun
for her. 
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Cacuate
fee in

Dollars

SCP�522 Form Resuts, 05/0/2017

Fee� $70 USD.

Output� Two tickets to Suri's, an indoor concert venue with a bar.

SCP�522�1 Post�Exporation Report 05/08/2017

Report authored by Researcher Raz Chearypark

The anomay was ocated within the same abandoned gas station as the

previous venue. The signage on the exterior refected the tickets acquired
from SCP�522. SCP�522�2 in the form of security staff outside the

buiding asked for the tickets and et Sage and  into the buiding. The

interior was significanty arger than was possibe considering the exterior,

and the arge number of SCP�522�2 inside shoud have been audibe from

the exterior of the buiding, but were not.

The venue was decorated with bueprints of severa prominent art deco
buidings as wapaper.  found this of note because of my chidhood

aspirations to become an architect, which  expained to Sage upon entry.

Sage was especiay fond of the faux gas antern amps that were hanging

from the ceiing, which gave the venue incrediby moody ighting. After entry
we were ead to a VP booth, where we received menus for drinks and

desserts. As with our prior exporation, the tickets we presented at the door

covered a of our expenses for the evening.

Sage and  taked for severa minutes after our drinks and food arrived,

discussing the anomay, work, and interesting things happening in our ives.

During a pause in our conversation, a musician took the stage. Sage and 
both identified the musician as Jeff Mangum, ead vocaist and guitarist for

Neutra Mik Hote. He was paying an acoustic set. We both expressed

excitement, as we are both fans of Mangum's work. During the music, we

conversed ighty in between songs. Sage mentioned her hobby of paying

drums and  brought up my admittedy ight training as a bassist. After a set
of about a dozen songs, Mangum headed back stage for an intermission.

A staff member checked in during the intermission and asked if there was

anything we needed. Sage, having previousy expressed interest in having an

extended conversation with an instance of SCP�522�2 for further research,
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asked if there was any way for the two of us to meet Mangum. After briefy

eaving our booth, the same staff member returned and ed us backstage to

Mangum.

We taked to Mangum for maybe twenty minutes, asking various questions
about his work with Neutra Mik Hote, touring, abums that we ike, and the

venue. He decined to be recorded, so we don't have any footage of this.

Unexpectedy, Mangum invited us on stage to pay the first song of his

second set with him. He ent us some spare instruments he had backstage.

Mangum switched over to an eectric guitar and we roed some amps out
with the instruments. We joined him on stage for a performance of "Hoand,

15".  was nervous at first, but Sage convinced me to go aong.

We went back to our booth. Jeff Mangum et Sage keep the drumsticks she

used.  kept a pick that Mangum dropped.

Sage and  stayed through the second set and the encore. The food and

drinks, if  haven't mentioned before, were incrediby we received by the

two of us. We ordered the same drinks as our previous exporation but the
taste was noticeaby different, though sti of great quaity. We exited the

buiding about twenty minutes after Mangum's fina song. The timer we

brought inside with us said we had been in the buiding for over three hours,

whie the timer we eft in outside in my vehice said we'd ony been there for

0 minutes. The venue reverted to its norma state as an abandoned gas
station 5 minutes after our departure. The drum sticks and guitar pick are

sti existent and were brought back to Site� for testing. They were found

not to possess any anomaous properties, athough the fingerprints on the

guitar pick were a match for Jeff Mangum. Mangum was giving an interview
in a different state at the same time we saw him at the anomay, which

seems to confirm our notion that a instances of SCP�522�2 are created

aong with SCP�522�1.

Sage has requested that she be the one to submit the next response to the

form, to see how the anomay reacts. We're panning another test ater this

month.

SCP�522 Form nput, 05/18/2017 �Test #�

Your Name Sage Hargyana

Your Date Raz Chearypark 

When wi
the date

May 1th, 2017 at 1�00 PM

≡
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take
pace?

How many
dates have
you been
on
previousy?

 dates

Describe
your ast
date with
this
person, if
any�

p
showed her Suspiria because she had
never seen it before. She got reay scared
at the end. We stayed up unti 2 AM. We
woke up the next morning and cooked
breakfast together, then  went home. 

How
excited are
you about
this date?

y y
confident one but she's so awesome and 
reay ike her.  just kind of want her to be
my adventuring buddy, me and Raz against
the universe.  fee ike this date is going to
be a big one, for both of us. 

s there
anything
ese you
think we
shoud
know?

 don't know where ese to put this but Raz
ooks adorabe when she's aseep. 

Cacuate
fee in

Dollars

SCP�522 Form Resuts, 05/18/2017

Fee� $150 USD.

Output� Two weekend passes to Adventure Paace, an indoor theme park, as
we as a reservation for a suite in an adjacent hote.

SCP�522�1 Exporation Log 05/1/2017

Report authored by Researcher Sage Hargyana

The buiding was the same as the previous two exporations. We were ed in

by two instances of SCP�522�2 who check our weekend passes and gave
us wristbands for entry. Raz and  were automaticay upgraded with a VP

pass that aowed us to skip the ines on a the rides. Raz tod me that she

reay ikes roer coasters, so we immediatey went on the biggest roer

coaster there. She definitey had more fun than  did, but the ook on her
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face when she got off was priceess. We rode on a few more roer coasters,

and then decided to sow things down and ride on the Ferris whee. t was a

rather quick trip up to the top, but once we were up there we stayed up there
for a itte whie. t was nice just to ean on each other and tak for a itte bit.

We payed severa carniva games, which were aso free with the VP pass. 

won at ring toss and picked out Raz a giant stuffed red panda because that's

her favorite anima.

 shoud note that we ran into severa hundred unique instances of SCP�

522�2 during our first few hours, and that's probaby a conservative
estimate. The size of this pace was massive; it was sprawing and the roer

coasters went severa stories high. The hote, when we reached it after a

ong day of rides, was 20 stories ta. Our room was on the top foor and we

had a view of the entire park from our outward�facing window.  think we

agreed the whoe pace was probaby about  square kiometers. We
decided to test the tempora anomay by staying the fu duration of our

weekend pass, so we stayed in the hote. The channes on the teevision

were seemingy created by SCP�522�1, but a the movies and teevision

shows we coud find on there were rea, to the best of our knowedge. We

decided to test this by watching a movie both of us had seen mutipe times
before, The Road to E Dorado, but hafway through the two of us became

distracted, so if there were any minor differences, we were not in a position

to notice them.

The next day we went around taking to various instances of SCP�522�2

under the guise of being a documentary crew. We interviewed severa, who

gave detais about where they came from, how many times they've been to
the park, and severa other persona detais. That data has been submitted

to find any matches, but there don't seem to be any thus far. t is ikey the

instances of SCP�522�2 here are entirey fictiona. We tried to keep a

specific count that day of unique SCP�522�2 instances and whie we ost
count at a few points, we're confident in saying it was upwards of two

thousand.

 beieve that considering the functionaity of the rides within SCP�522�1, as

we as the functiona teevision and other technoogica devices, it is safe to

say that SCP�522 is an anomay with a ot more potentia to earn from than

our research had previousy considered.

On our fina day  tod Raz to try and draw up bueprints of the different rides
so that we coud compare them to rides in other parks. She required some

encouragement, but her sketches were exceent and are being examined by

the engineering department. So far the designs ook to be unique and the

physics of the rides do not seem anomaous. After that was compete we
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coected severa souvenirs to bring back for testing. A were given free of

charge after the staff noticed our wristbands.

As we were going to check out of the hote, they informed us we sti had an

extra night, as the reservation incuded Sunday night as we. We eected to
stay for the extra night, to further test the tempora anomaies encountered

in previous exporations. We eft the anomay the foowing morning, and

returned to our vehice. The timer in our vehice said we had ony been inside

the anomay for ess than five hours, whie the timer we brought in with us

stated that we had been in SCP�522�1 for over sixty�six hours.

SCP�522 Form nput, 0/01/2017 �Test #�

Your Name Raz Chearypark 

Your Date Sage Hargyana

When wi
the date
take
pace?

June 2nd, 2017 at 1�15 PM

How many
dates have
you been
on
previousy?

10 dates

Describe
your ast
date with
this
person, if
any�

y g
her couch. We went to bed after a few
episodes. We woke up eary in the morning
and made breakfast together again. After
we showered and got dressed,  drove the
both of us to work.  

How
excited are
you about
this date?

y
made through this website was the best
weekend of my ife, and it somehow ony
took six hours so it was immediatey
foowed by the second best weekend of
my ife, which  aso spent with Sage.

s there
anything
ese you
think we
shoud
know?

 asked Sage if she was my girfriend ast
night and she kissed me and said that was
her answer. Pretty sure that's a yes. 

Cacuate
fee in

Dollars
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SCP�522 Form Resuts, 05/18/2017

Fee� $0 USD.

Output� Two passes to the Leanan Sídhe Zoo.

SCP�522�1 Exporation Log 0/02/2017

Report authored by Researcher Raz Chearypark

This was our first outdoor instance of SCP�522�1. The door of the

abandoned gas station ed to the door of a front office, but the buk of the

venue was outdoors. After checking in with our first of many SCP�522�2

sightings, we were informed our passes were a�access passes to not ony

the zoo, but aso the nearby nature trais, a nearby dark sky park, and an
overnight stay in a cabin at a connected campground.

A�access was a quite itera interpretation of the phrase, as we were given

badges that notified the zookeepers we were aowed to interact with

animas when it was safe for us to do so. We watched the sea ions

occasionay knock each other in the water for a better pace to ie down for
what must have been an hour. We were just aughing the whoe time. We

waked around and watched a sorts of animas. Meerkats, anteaters,

tortoises, it was the biggest zoo either of us had ever been to.

We eventuay found a capybara exhibit and Sage was incrediby excited

because capybaras are her favorite anima. She approached a zookeeper and

they et us into the exhibit. We were abe to feed and pet the capybaras.
Sage just kept grinning the whoe time. About an hour ater, after waking by

severa other exhibits, we found a red panda exhibit and it was my turn to

freak out. We were et inside and had the chance to feed and pay with some

very excited red pandas. We went to the aviary, where we fed peicans and

and sun canores. We have footage of most of the animas; whie our
zooogists noted that the animas did not behave in any manner outside of

the ordinary, the ones we interacted with were noted to be far more docie

and responsive to humans than is considered ordinary. This coud be an

extension of the genera friendy nature of other instances of SCP�522�2

We took a break from exporing to take some readings of SCP�522�1. The

temperature was sighty cooer than it was outside the gas station where we
entered. The air is aso some of the ceanest the ab had ever seen. The

Hume scanner found nothing abnorma as we.  suppose it says something

about the anomay that reativey run�of�the�mi findings are very curious.
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The nature trais were reativey easy to wak. The pant sampes we

coected were argey unremarkabe, according to botany. We spent severa

hours in our cabin afterwards, waiting for the dark to gather data on the
astronomy of SCP�522�1. We ventured out to the dark sky park at around

10�0 PM and set the cameras to record the night sky. We stayed there for

severa hours stargazing together, and the video agrees with our assessment

that the pacement of the stars was argey accurate, with the ony notabe

exception being a much arger than norma meteor shower for the duration of
the night. After about two hours of watching the sky we went to readjust the

position of the cameras and must have accidentay turned off the audio

capture. We stopped stargazing at around  AM and returned to our cabin for

the night.

We exited SCP�522�1 at around 7 AM the next morning. Our timer that we

brought with was around 1 hours; the timer eft in our vehice ony recorded
an hour and a haf. t seems as though there's not much difference in the

reaity inside of SCP�522�1 and the reaity we're used to experiencing

outside of it, other than SCP�522�1 being curated specificay for the

peope inside of it. Sage and  want to increase testing to ensure our resuts

are consistent.

 don't know if we're sti ooking into the possibe psychoogica impacts of
SCP�522�1, but  want to note that whie the camera definitey picked up

my first " ove you" to Sage when we were stargazing  do not beieve this is

a side effect of SCP�522 usage.  first fet that way about her in my

apartment, watching Suspiria and acting a itte more scared than  reay

was because  wanted her arms around me. Whie 'm not an expert, it is my
opinion that SCP�522 has no effect on its users. Sage agrees with me, and

stated that she had fet the same about me for a whie and came to that

reaization outside of SCP�522�1.

Tests 5 through 5 have been deisted from this page to save data. Pease contact

Researcher Raz Chearypark for access to any data acquired during these tests.

To� Raz Chearypark �R.C.Park�scip.net�

From� Gary Mander�Bassen �Bass�scip.net�

Subject� SCP�522 Testing

Raz,
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Just got out of a meeting with the Site Director. She's ooking at the reports of

your SCP�522 exporations and she's disappointed at the frequency and the

ack of any rea new data about the anomay. She says you're basicay going on
date nights on company payro and , unfortunatey, cannot disagree with that

argument in good faith.  did, however, manage to get her to agree to aow one

fina exporation for you and Sage before we shut down testing entirey.

You've got your chance.

Good uck,

Gary Mander�Bassen

SCP�522 Form nput, 0/0/201 �Test #0�

Your Name Raz Chearypark 

Your Date Sage Hargyana

When wi
the date
take
pace?

May 2nd, 201 at 2�0 PM

How many
dates have
you been
on
previousy?

Somewhere between 200 or 00

Describe
your ast
date with
this
person, if
any�

which we thought was hiarious. We aso
went to the Rock 'n Ro Ha of Fame whie
we were there. We spent the whoe drive
there and back making duets out of every
singe song on our road trip payist.

How
excited are
you about
this date?

y g
with Sage. Meeting her is without a doubt
the best thing that has ever happened to
me. She's sassy, funny, and inspires me to
ive my dreams and achieve a my goas.
She's the best.

s there
anything
ese you
think we
shoud
know?

 bought a ring. 
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SCP�522 Form Resuts, 0/0/201

Fee� Free of charge.

Output� A prepaid reservation for Funky's Funhouse, a bar and restaurant.

SCP�522�1 Exporation Log 0/02/201

She said yes.
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